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Background
Ø Approximately 5%–10% of women with breast cancer have a genetic
syndrome that predisposes them to cancer
Ø Multigene panel testing now allows for detection of mutations beyond
BRCA
Ø New data from national organizations call for increased breast cancer
screening recommendations for women with any of the 11 gene
mutations that are known to have a statistically significantly increased
lifetime risk of developing breast cancer
§ ATM, CDH1, CHEK2, NBN, NF1, PALB2, PTEN, STK11, TP53
§ All of these tumor suppressor genes have an autosomal dominant inheritance pattern
§ The National Comprehensive Cancer Network Genetic/Familial High-Risk: Breast and Ovarian
Guidelines (version 3.2019) has specific screening recommendations for these mutations

Ø Other mutations still exist but with limited research

Objectives
Ø Discuss the gene mutations associated with breast cancer outside of
BRCA
Ø Review the current literature about the genetics and molecular biology
that increases the risk of breast cancer in these gene mutations
Ø Understand the multimodality imaging approach to evaluation of
hereditary breast cancer genetic mutations
Ø Explain the lifetime risk and breast imaging screening
recommendations
Ø Recognize the differences in treatment and management in
genetically driven breast cancers
Format: Case based

Table of Mutations Associated with Breast Cancer (BRCA excluded)
Gene

Associated
Syndrome/Disease

Gene Protein
Function

Chromosome
Location

Associated Cancers

Approximate
Lifetime Risk

Imaging Screening Recommendations

ATM

Ataxia-Telangiectasia

DNA repair/Cell division

11q22.3

Leukemia/Lymphoma, Pancreatic
Gastric, CNS, melanoma

15-20%

Annual MG and MRI beginning at age 40

BARD1

-

Interacts with BRCA1

2q35

Ovarian, Neuroblastoma

Variable

Manage breast cancer risk based on family history;
Annual MG age 40

BRIP1

-

Interacts with BRCA1

17q23.2

Ovarian

Variable

Manage breast cancer risk based on family history;
Annual MG age 40

CDH1

Hereditary Gastric
Cancer

E-cadherin expression

16q22.1

Diffuse Gastric, Colorectal, Lobular
breast

60%

Annual MG and MRI beginning at age 30

CHEK2

-

DNA repair

22q12.1

Ovarian, colorectal

28-37%

Annual MG and MRI beginning at age 40

MLH1

Lynch Syndrome

DNA repair

3p22.2

Ovarian, Colorectal, Leukemia,
Lymphoma

19%

Manage breast cancer risk based on family history;
Annual MG age 40

MSH6

Lynch Syndrome

DNA repair

2p16.3

Colorectal, Leukemia, Lymphoma

Variable

Manage breast cancer risk based on family history;
Annual MG age 40

NBN

-

DNA repair; makes
Nibrin

8q21

Ovarian cancer

Variable

Annual MG and MRI beginning at age 40

NF1

Neurofibromatosis
Type 1

Tumor suppressor;
makes Neurofibromin

17q11.2

Leukemia, Brain,
Pheochromocytoma,
Rhabdomyosarcoma

Variable

Annual MG and MRI beginning at age 30

PALB2

-

Binds to BRCA2

16p12.2

Ovarian cancer, Male breast,
Pancreatic

20-40%

Annual MG and MRI beginning at age 30

PTEN

Cowden Syndrome

Cell division and growth

10q22-23

Dysplastic cerebellar astrocytoma,
Thyroid, Endometrial

25-50%

Annual MG and MRI beginning at age 30

STK11

Peutz-Jeghers

Tumor suppressor;
makes serine-threonine
kinase 11

19p13.3

Ovarian, Cervcial, Uterine,
Testicular, Small bowel, Colon

32-54%

Annual MG and MRI beginning at age 30

TP53

Li Fraumeni

Tumor suppressor gene

17p13.1

Brain tumors, Leukemia, Adrenal,
Sarcomas

>50%

Annual MG or MRI beginning at age 20 (MRI
preferred); Annual MG and MRI beginning at age 30

• For the all the above genetic mutations, should discuss risk-reducing mastectomy
• Consider 3D mammography

MG = Mammogram

Red Flags of Hereditary Cancer
Ø Breast cancer diagnosed ≤ age 50
v Triple negative (ER - , PR - , Her2/neu -) ≤ age 60
Ø Male breast cancer
Ø More than one primary cancer
Ø Family history of at least 2 associated cancers
Ø Family history of known mutation
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²This Interactive exhibit will allow you to review each case by CLICKING on the
name below or CONTINUING FORWARD. There is an option of returning to the
MAIN (this slide) at the bottom of each case:
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ATM Mutation
42 y/o female presented for screening mammogram
Family history of breast cancer in sister at age 50 and mother at age 45
3D MLO

3D CC

Mammogram: Irregular spiculated mass in the upper right
breast, middle depth.
Ultrasound (US): Irregular antiparallel hypoechoic mass with
angular margins and associated vascular flow. US-guided biopsy
was performed.

Pathology: Invasive ductal carcinoma (Grade 2)
Table of Contents

ATM Mutation
42 y/o female with screen-detected invasive ductal carcinoma
Sagittal Subtraction

3D MIP

Staging MRI
demonstrated no
additional disease
besides known
cancer

Possible
increased risk of
radiosensitivity

Missense mutation can have a
lifetime risk as up to 60% by age 80
* higher than truncating mutation,
which has a risk of 30-40%

• ATM Gene: Chromosome 11
• DNA repair pathway and as a regulator in cell growth and division
• Associated with an autosomal recessive condition called AtaxiaTelangiectasia (AT) which predisposes to certain cancers, especially
leukemia and lymphoma
• Gene mutation linked to early onset and bilateral breast cancer
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BRIP1 Mutation
37 y/o female with palpable left breast mass
Family history of breast cancer in maternal grandmother at 80
3D MLO

3D CC

27-gene panel results which
revealed a mutation in the BRIP1
gene; specifically c.3390_3393del.

Mammogram: Irregular obscured mass in the lower inner left breast, posterior depth.
Ultrasound: Irregular hypoechoic mass with angular margins. US-guided biopsy was
performed.

Pathology:
Invasive ductal
carcinoma (Grade 2)
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BRIP1 Mutation
37 y/o female with left breast invasive ductal carcinoma
Family history of breast cancer in maternal grandmother at 80
3D MIP

Staging breast MRI
demonstrated no
additional disease in the
contralateral breast or
suspicious lymph nodes

•
•
•
•
•

Axial Post Contrast

Coronal Post
Contrast

3D MIP with CAD

BRIP Gene: Chromosome 17
aka BRCA1 interaction protein C, terminal helix 1
Increased lifetime risk of breast and ovarian cancer (autosomal dominant)
NCCN recommends risk-reducing salpingo-oophorectomy at age 45 to 50
Gene also responsible for the development of Fanconi anemia (autosomal
recessive)
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CHEK2 Mutation
48 y/o female presents with a palpable left breast mass
Family history of breast cancer in mother at age 50
MLO
Spot CC

Mammogram: Irregular spiculated
mass in the upper left breast, anterior
depth.
Ultrasound: Irregular hypoechoic mass
with angular margins. US-guided
biopsy was performed.

Pathology:
Invasive ductal carcinoma (Grade 3)

Table of
Contents

CHEK2 Mutation
48 y/o female presents with left breast invasive ductal carcinoma
Family history of breast cancer in mother at age 50
3D MIP with CAD

Fat saturated T1
Post Contrast
MIP

Additional lesion in
contralateral breast
on MRI (right,
anterior depth).
Excision Pathology:
Ductal carcinoma in
situ (Grade 1-2)
involving intraductal
papilloma

• CHEK2 encodes a cell-cycle checkpoint kinase that is implicated in DNA repair
processes involving BRCA1 and p53
• Genomic deletion is a founder mutation among patients of Czechoslovakian
ancestry with breast cancer
• Approximately 2-fold increase in breast cancer and more likely to be bilateral
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CHEK2 Mutation (Case 2)
51 y/o female with suspicious linear non-mass enhancement on high risk screening MRI
Family history of breast cancer in sister age 47 and maternal grandmother at 57
Fat saturated T1
Post Contrast

Sagittal Subtraction

MRI demonstrated an area of
clumped linear non-mass
enhancement in the upper central
left breast at middle depth

3D MIP

MRI Biopsy Pathology: Intermediate
grade ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS)
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NF1 Mutation
36 y/o female whose screening mammogram demonstrates pleomorphic breast calcifications
CC

Magnification ML

Magnification CC

Biopsy Specimen

Neurofibroma

Von Recklinghausen Disease
• Neurofibromatosis type 1 is associated with a younger age at diagnosis of cancer,
poorer outcomes, and higher T stage
• Tumors are more likely to be estrogen and progesterone receptor negative
• NF1 mutations and deletions are even more prevalent in HER2-amplified and basal
tumor subtypes of breast cancer

Pathology: DCIS with
comedonecrosis (Grade 2)
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TP53 Li-Fraumeni Mutation
20 y/o female with right breast lump/nipple discharge
Family history of breast cancer in grandmother in her 30s
Ultrasound: Irregular complex cystic
and solid mass with associated
vascularity (3.7 cm in greatest
dimension)

Biopsy Pathology:
Malignant phyllodes tumor
marked stromal cellularity, bizarre giant
cells, increased mitotic activity, and focal
areas of liposarcomatous differentiation

• P53 gene: Chromosome 17
• Tumor suppressor gene with a vital role in cell cycle and inducing apoptosis when cell damage
is beyond repair
• Mutations are present in 20-30% of primary breast cancers
• Can see more aggressive disease and worse overall survival
• Associated with poor response to chemotherapy, radiotherapy and hormonal therapy
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TP53 Li-Fraumeni Mutation
20 y/o female with right breast lump/nipple discharge and malignant phyllodes tumor
Family history of breast cancer in grandmother in her 30s
Sagittal T2

Sagittal Subtraction

Axial T1 Post Contrast

Patient also has a low grade
astrocytoma involving the left
parasylvian fissure with
hyperintense T2 signal
Axial FLAIR

3D MIP with CAD

DCIS

Staging MRI demonstrates
known right breast mass with
associated hyperintense T2
signal. There is an additional
suspicious segmental area of
non-mass enhancement in the
lower left breast (contralateral)
with washout kinetics.
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PTEN Mutation
51 y/o female with left breast skin changes and firmness
Family history of breast cancer in maternal grandmother at 80
MLO

CC

Spot CC

Mammogram: Large irregular spiculated mass in the
central left breast with multiple additional smaller
satellite masses. There is associated skin thickening and
nipple retraction.

Ultrasound: Multiple
irregular hypoechoic
masses with angular
margins and associated
vascularity. There is skin
thickening and breast
edema.
Table of Contents

PTEN Mutation
51 y/o female with left breast locally advanced invasive ductal cancer
Family history of breast cancer in maternal grandmother at 80
Staging MRI was not
performed due to plan
for bilateral mastectomy.
Staging chest CT
demonstrated mildly
enlarged left axillary
lymph nodes, suspicious
for nodal metastases

• PTEN gene: Chromosome 10
• Autosomal dominant mutation associated with PTEN
hamartoma syndrome (ex. Cowden syndrome)
• Location and type of mutation can result in different
clinical phenotypes
v Missense mutations most severe
• Associated with breast, thyroid and endometrial cancer

Bilateral Mastectomy Pathology:
Left - Multifocal invasive ductal
carcinoma (Grade 2) with extensive DCIS
* Metastatic disease involving 3/5 lymph
nodes with extranodal extension
Right – DCIS (Grade 1-2) incidental
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PALB2 Mutation
31 y/o female with right inflammatory breast cancer (IBC) and metastatic lymph node
MLO

CC

Inflammatory cancer

•
•
•
²
•
•

IBC is an aggressive
type of breast
cancer associated
with high
metastatic
potential, early
disease recurrence
and poor prognosis

Partner And Localizer of BRCA2 =
PALB2
Loss-of-function mutation
Monoallelic mutations
predispose to breast cancer
Biallelic mutations cause
Fanconi’s anemia
Increased risk for pancreatic
cancer
Risk of breast cancer for male
PALB2 mutation carriers is
increased 8-fold

Recent NEJM article
determined the mean risk
of breast cancer for
female PALB2 mutation
carriers by age 70 was
estimated to be 35%
Subtle Irregular Mass

Skin Thickening

Abnormal Lymph Node
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RAD51D Mutation
43 y/o female with with left breast nipple wound s/p punch biopsy by dermatologist demonstrating Paget disease
MLO

CC

Mammogram: Multiple
scattered groups of pleomorphic
calcifications in the upper inner
left breast, posterior depth
Ultrasound: Irregular
heterogeneous hypoechoic mass
with angular margins.

Pathology:
Invasive ductal carcinoma (Grade 3)
Triple negative
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RAD51D Mutation
43 y/o female with with left breast Paget disease of the nipple and invasive ductal carcinoma
Staging MRI demonstrates irregular
enhancement of the left nipple. There are
multiple irregular enhancing masses in the
central left breast, middle depth. Right breast
enhancing mass is a known fibroadenoma.

• RAD51D gene: Chromosome 17
• DNA repair gene involved in
homologous recombination pathway
v Important role in maintenance of
genomic stability
• Increased risk of triple negative
breast and ovarian cancer
v Deleterious germline mutations
Table of Contents

Summary/Learning Points
Ø By recognizing high risk patients with genetic mutations beyond BRCA, supplemental
screening with MRI can be offered to these patients
Ø Radiologists can aid by identifying patients who are at high risk but have not
undergone genetic testing and counseling
Ø NCCN is currently the only national organization with peer-reviewed best practice
guidelines tailored for patients with ATM, CDH1, CHEK2, NBN, NF1, PALB2,PTEN,
STK11, TP53
§ NCCN recommends increased breast screening with tomosynthesis and
supplemental breast MRI
Ø It is important to recognize that there are still other genetic mutations with an
unknown impact on breast cancer risk and futures studies are need to better
understand these mutations

Table of Mutations Associated with Breast Cancer (BRCA excluded)
Gene

Associated
Syndrome/Disease

Gene Protein
Function

Chromosome
Location

Associated Cancers

Approximate
Lifetime Risk

Imaging Screening Recommendations

ATM

Ataxia-Telangiectasia

DNA repair/Cell division

11q22.3

Leukemia/Lymphoma, Pancreatic
Gastric, CNS, melanoma

15-20%

Annual MG and MRI beginning at age 40

BARD1

-

Interacts with BRCA1

2q35

Ovarian, Neuroblastoma

Variable

Manage breast cancer risk based on family history;
Annual MG age 40

BRIP1

-

Interacts with BRCA1

17q23.2

Ovarian

Variable

Manage breast cancer risk based on family history;
Annual MG age 40

CDH1

Hereditary Gastric
Cancer

E-cadherin expression

16q22.1

Diffuse Gastric, Colorectal, Lobular
breast

60%

Annual MG and MRI beginning at age 30

CHEK2

-

DNA repair

22q12.1

Ovarian, colorectal

28-37%

Annual MG and MRI beginning at age 40

MLH1

Lynch Syndrome

DNA repair

3p22.2

Ovarian, Colorectal, Leukemia,
Lymphoma

19%

Manage breast cancer risk based on family history;
Annual MG age 40

MSH6

Lynch Syndrome

DNA repair

2p16.3

Colorectal, Leukemia, Lymphoma

Variable

Manage breast cancer risk based on family history;
Annual MG age 40

NBN

-

DNA repair; makes
Nibrin

8q21

Ovarian cancer

Variable

Annual MG and MRI beginning at age 40

NF1

Neurofibromatosis
Type 1

Tumor suppressor;
makes Neurofibromin

17q11.2

Leukemia, Brain,
Pheochromocytoma,
Rhabdomyosarcoma

Variable

Annual MG and MRI beginning at age 30

PALB2

-

Binds to BRCA2

16p12.2

Ovarian cancer, Male breast,
Pancreatic

20-40%

Annual MG and MRI beginning at age 30

PTEN

Cowden Syndrome

Cell division and growth

10q22-23

Dysplastic cerebellar astrocytoma,
Thyroid, Endometrial

25-50%

Annual MG and MRI beginning at age 30

STK11

Peutz-Jeghers

Tumor suppressor;
makes serine-threonine
kinase 11

19p13.3

Ovarian, Cervcial, Uterine,
Testicular, Small bowel, Colon

32-54%

Annual MG and MRI beginning at age 30

TP53

Li Fraumeni

Tumor suppressor gene

17p13.1

Brain tumors, Leukemia, Adrenal,
Sarcomas

>50%

Annual MG or MRI beginning at age 20 (MRI
preferred); Annual MG and MRI beginning at age 30

• For the all the above genetic mutations, should discuss risk-reducing mastectomy
• Consider 3D mammography

MG = Mammogram
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